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What we do:

The Wilmington Legal Division sells law related information, education 
and networking opportunities to two groups of customers:

• Law professionals this includes solicitors, barristers, paralegals and those that work in 
legal services organisations

• Non law professionals who need legal knowledge and skills to work effectively e.g. expert 
witnesses, investigators and accountants

We also sell sponsorship and exhibition space to suppliers who target 
these two groups.

What we do
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Law Professionals
The benefit of the first customer market is that it is defined with good data.

Non law professionals
The benefit of this group is that it is much larger and potential clients are virtually every 
business and government agency. 

What we do

Size of our markets
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The changing environment for law professionals

Challenges Opportunity

CPD regulations changing New competency regime

Internationalisation of Law Our International Presence

How Law Professionals work Business Skills

Changes in Funding Change of Practice 

What we do
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What we do
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What does the Wilmington Legal Portal do?

Case Study: Law for Lawyers
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• What is Best Interest Assessor (BIA)

• Increased need for Best Interest Assessors

• Becoming an approved BIA

• Meeting the demand

• Future Demand and Business Growth

Case Study: Law for non- Lawyers
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Vision
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“Central Law Training has been a long-standing provider of legal training. I have 
always found them efficient, responsive, professional and on-the-ball. The trainers 
they provide are excellent.”
Shoosmiths LLP    L&D Department

“Bond Solon in just one session transformed an over-confident and impatient CEO 
into a calm and thoughtful witness who impressed the tribunal.”
Audley Sheppard QC    Partner, Clifford Chance

Client quotes



Wilmington Insight
Richard Adams
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Wilmington Insight monetises information

Healthcare Analytics solutions
Pharma Customer Segmentation analyses

CRM reference data

Business Intelligence & Direct Marketing

What we do
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What we do
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Customers

What we do
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Pharma company seeking NICE regulatory and 
pricing approval in the field of alcohol misuse

• Analysed impact on hospital admissions and 
expenditure

• Built an ‘Alcohol Impact model’ using Hospital 
Episode data

• Used information to support the product filing

• The client received full approvals

• We earned initial and multi-year fees for updates

• Delivery scalability has expanded margins

Case Study
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Vision
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“We are highly supportive of NHiS’s Commissioning Excellence to assist payers 
and providers in developing services relevant for patients"
Steve Ford, Chief Executive of Parkinson’s UK

“ Our customers now think of us as experts as they haven’t seen this type of 
information before”
Large pharmaceutical company

Client quotes



Wilmington Risk & 
Compliance

Bill Howarth
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Risk and Compliance: The Environment

1. Risk and Compliance is the number one business risk today
2. Major regulatory intervention – business opportunities
3. Shortage of talent, solutions and services
4. Compliance as an industry is a major growth market

eGRC Market Size and Y-o-Y, 2013 – 2018 ($Billion)

What we do
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Risk and Compliance: The Business

• The Risk and Compliance Division provides information, education and networking 
opportunities primarily to the financial services industry (Banking and Insurance).

• 2 strands of business:

Training and Qualifications Information and Networking

International Compliance Training Axco
ICT Academy (Singapore) Compliance Week
ICT Middle East Inese 
CLT International ICP

Pendragon

What we do
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What we do
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What we do
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Case Study: Banking Sector in-house client

ICT has conducted this activity for a number of major international banks

• International banks
• Subject to regulatory sanctions (fines) and enforcement orders

Bank challenges Solutions

Systems and controls Re-training of key staff

Staff training Review systems and controls
Customer Due Diligence (CDD) Enhance culture
Culture Customisation/localisation of courses

Thousands certificated

Case Study
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Vision
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“I would recommend this to others in the industry – the course will equip you with 
the necessary skills to mitigate the risks associated with financial crime.”
Sam Robins, Harrods Bank Ltd

“This is the most practical and beneficial professional qualification I have ever 
taken with topics relevant to all compliance professionals.”
Amanda Keens, Standard Chartered Jersey Ltd

“The learning material, workshops and instruction are to be highly recommended.  
It was without doubt, one of the best courses I have ever done - so much so that I 
have just enrolled on the AML Diploma.”
Terry Greenhow, DAS Holdings UK Limited

“What really impresses me about Axco is the depth and breadth of their research
that is vital in my day-to-day role.”
Client Practice in a Global Broker

Client quotes
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Q & A


